Abstract. We are developing a brand new stellar population models with flexible chemistry (isochrones plus stellar colors and spectra) in order to set a new standard of completeness and excellence. Here we present preliminary results to assess the effects of stellar evolution models and stellar model atmosphere to the well-known Lick indices at constant heavy element mass fraction Z that self-consistently account for varying heavy element mixtures. We have enhanced chemical elements one by one. Our ultimate goal is to demonstrate 10 % absolute mean ages for a sample of local galaxies derived from an integrated light spectrum.
Introduction
More and more star clusters and galaxies with wide variety of chemical abundance mixtures are found from detailed high resolution spectroscopic observations. In order to address and examine those chemically different stellar systems, we have begun developing a stellar population models with flexible chemistry. Moreover, additional alpha-enhanced stellar models are calculated in order to understand those alpha-element effects collectively (for example, Lee & Worthey 2005) . Especially, these new sets of stellar evolution models have carefully incorporated matching ab initio low and high temperature opacities. Lee et al. (2007, in preparation) will present in full the effects of those element by element altered isochrones as well as those from synthetic stellar model atmosphere on top of isochrones effects. Figure 1 demonstrates the isochrone effects (dots) and that of both isochrones and stellar model atmosphere (lines) at Fe5270 vs. Mg b diagram. It seems that stellar model atmosphere effects are hefty for some cases compared to isochrone effects alone. Because of our regulation of a fixed total metallicity in this experiment, note that oxygen enhancement implies Mg and Fe deficiency, and that alpha-enhancement implies mostly depressed Fe abundance.
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